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Dear XXXXX XXXXX,
Thank you for your email of 08 January in which you requested the following information:
1. What proportion of Junior Soldiers who arrived to train without English or maths
qualifications at Level 1 or 2 gained Functional Skills qualifications in these subjects at
each level at the Army Foundation College, in each of the last five years.
2. How many Guided Learning Hours towards Ofqual accredited qualifications is a Long
Course Junior Soldier required to complete while at the Army Foundation College, if they
arrive holding:
i) no recognised qualifications in English and maths;
ii) English and maths qualifications at Level 2.
I am treating your correspondence as a request for information under the Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) 2000. Question one has been answered within the table below.
Please note that numbers have been rounded to the nearest 10 for presentational
reasons, with numbers ending in 5 being rounded to the nearest 20 to prevent systematic
bias. The data for the March 19 intake has not yet been published so is unable to be
provided.

In response to your second question, if an individual enrols on a long course with no
recognised qualifications in English and maths they receive eighty hours of Guided
Learning hours per functional skill. If they arrive holding English and maths qualifications at
Level 2 they receive eighty hours of Guided Learning hours towards an ICT functional skill.
If you have any queries regarding the content of this letter, please contact this office in the
first instance. Following this, if you wish to complain about the handling of your request, or
the content of this response, you can request an independent internal review by contacting
the Information Rights Compliance team, Ground Floor, MOD Main Building, Whitehall,
SW1A 2HB (e-mail CIO-FOI-IR@mod.uk). Please note that any request for an internal
review should be made within 40 working days of the date of this response.
If you remain dissatisfied following an internal review, you may raise your complaint
directly to the Information Commissioner under the provisions of Section 50 of the
Freedom of Information Act. Please note that the Information Commissioner will not
normally investigate your case until the MOD internal review process has been completed.
The Information Commissioner can be contacted at: Information Commissioner’s Office,
Wycliffe House, Water Lane, Wilmslow, Cheshire, SK9 5AF. Further details of the role and
powers of the Information Commissioner can be found on the Commissioner's website at
https://ico.org.uk/.
Yours sincerely,

X XXXXX
Manning Team, Army Secretariat

